Next
Generation
Sequencing

Edinburgh Genetics create
customised life science solutions,
providing complex Next
Generation Sequencing (NGS)
services, as well as
manufacturing and supplying a
full range of innovative genetic
research devices.

1. About Edinburgh Genetics

Expertise

35+

Flexibility

We take a highly
flexible approach to
problems solving.
Working with
clients to design
solutions, we offer
customised
services and
products that can
be integrated into
different settings.
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UK Laboratory

Clients from US,
Europe, Asia

Our Edinburgh
based
laboratory and
operation
ensures
superior quality
control.

Experience
gathered on
various markets
help us better
meet our
clients’
expectation.

Next Generation
Sequencing is a powerful
tool enabling the
sequencing of millions of
DNA molecules
simultaneously.

2.1. Advantages

Cost Eﬀective

Time Eﬃcient

NGS is the most innovative
technology to accurately
sequence large portion of DNA.
Where millions of genetic
sequences can quickly be
processed at astonishingly
low rates.
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2.2. Applications

Personalised Medicine

Genetic Disease

Clinical Diagnostic

Pathogen Outbreak

Personalised medicine initiatives
are tailored to the molecular
characteristic of each patient’s
disease. With NGS driven
diagnostics, clinicians can
determine the selection of
targeted treatments to achieve the
best possible result.

Advances in NGS technologies are
a turning point in the research,
diagnosis, and treatment of
genetic disorders from cancer to
rare disease. NGS changes the
workflow of cancer treatment by
screening patients for genetic
analysis in the early stage,
drastically reducing wait time,
increases accuracy of prognosis,
and ultimately successful
treatment.

Rapid and low-cost sequencing is
providing physicians with the tools
needed to translate genomic
information into clinically
actionable results.

Sequencing the genetic makeup
of viruses, bacteria, and other
microscopic organism quickly and
accurately provides crucial data on
how micros change and mutate
over time, essential to the
effective management of a
potential pathogen outbreak.
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3. Sequencing Services

3.1.
At Edinburgh Genetics, we provide a
full range of Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) life science
research related services.
We work with governments,
international organisations and
corporations to provide innovative
research in animals and plants.
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3.2. Our Services

Whole Genome Sequencing
(WGS)

Whole Genome Bisulfite
Sequencing (WGBS)

WGS is the analysis of the entire
genomic DNA sequence of a cell
at a single time, providing the
most comprehensive
characterisation of the genome.

WGBS is used to determine the
DNA methylation status of single
cytosines by treating the DNA with
sodium bisulfite before
sequencing. This technique
measures single-cytosine
methylation levels genome-wide,
and directly estimates the ratio of
molecules methylated rather than
enrichment levels.

Whole Exome Sequencing (WES)
WES is the analysis of all the
protein-coding regions of genes in
a genome.
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RNA-Seq

Targeted Sequencing

RNA-Seq is a technique that can
examine the quantity and
sequences of RNA in a sample
using next generation sequencing
(NGS). It analyses the
transcriptome of gene expression
patterns encoded within our RNA.

Targeted sequencing focuses on
amplicons and specific genes of
particular interest.

4. Bioinformatics

4.1.
Bioinformatics is a discipline at
the interface between biology,
computing and statistics.
Application includes organismal
biology, molecular biology and
biomedicine.
Bioinformatics allow researchers
to gain new insights from DNA,
RNA and protein sequence data
and related data at the molecular
level through data storage, mining,
analysis and graphical
presentation.
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We have developed and
implemented pipelines for quality
assessment and control,
sequence alignment, genome
assembly, metagenomics,
transcriptomics, environmental
genomics and functional
genomics.

5. NGS Panels Customisation

5.1. Diﬀerent needs, diﬀerent approaches
Edinburgh Genetics custom gene
panels provide targeted resequencing of any gene of interest
via next generation sequencing
(NGS), providing information on
point mutations, insertions/
deletions (INDELs), copy number
variations (CNVs), and gene
rearrangements for specific genes
of interest.
When looking at multiple genes
and/or multiple samples, next
generation sequencing-based
custom panels are the more costeffective and offer faster result
than traditional techniques, such
as Sanger sequencing.

Our panels oﬀer a complete
solution from assay design
through advanced
bioinformatics analysis with
diﬀerent options for targeting
gene of interest.
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Customised Solutions

5.2. Advantages
Gene Panel Customisation are
advantages in multiple applications.

1

2

3

Cost Effective

Time Efficient

High Precision

Economical
solution for
clinical studies
related to cancer
and other disease
caused by
human genetic
disorder.
Competitive cost
allows scaleable
solution

Deep coverage of
genes and
genomic regions
of interest that
yields higher
number of unique
reads in each
region of a
sequence.

Identification of
rare and lowfrequency
genetic variants.
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NGS Panel
Customisation oﬀers
personalised and
targeted treatment to
Cancer and other
Oncology Disorders.

5.3. Application in Oncology

Targeted Treatment

Customised Solution

Targeted treatment is the new
standard of care in Oncology. With
NGS panel customisation,
oncologists can obtain a deeper
and more accurate look into the
molecular underpinnings of
individual tumours.

Our customisable panels provides
tailored solution to your need.
Working with practicing
oncologists to customise NGS
panels based on clinical
experiences of treating patients,
we can guide the design of NGS
panels to maximises information
with crucial clinical relevance
while minimising noise, ensuring a
highly accurate and precise
interpretation of genetic
mutations.

Each persons’s cancer has a
unique combination of genetic
changes. NGS allows specific
identification of tumour behaviour
beyond its stage and topology.
Compared to traditional methods
that diagnosis tumour behaviour
based on its site of origination,
size, and general metastasis
abilities, NGS provides a
comprehensive analysis of the
DNA sequence of individual
tumour, allowing oncologist to
understand the patient’s specific
genetic alteration that led to the
manifestation of propagation of
the tumour and determine an
individualised treatment plan
tailored to the individual.
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NGS is beneficial in its accuracy,
sensitivity, and speed, but also
eliminates the need for multiple
mutation-identifying tests. By
integrating customised gene panel
testing into the clinical environment,
oncologists identifies specific
mutations within a gene, thus aiding
the diagnosis and prognosis of
selected tumours.

NGS is an innovative technology that redefines the
understanding of cancer treatment from location-based
diagnosis to an extensive insight of its DNA sequences.
With a vast amount of existing cancer treatments, the
correct identification of available medicine to inhibit
tumour drivers and pathways is the crucial step in the
next generation of cancer treatment.

5.4. Cancer Treatment
Case Study: Solid Tumour Targeted Cancer Gene panel
by next generation sequencing

Tumour DNA Sequencing

Accurate Diagnostic

Individualised Therapy

With customised gene panel,
oncologist can screen cancer
patients for tumour DNA
sequences that captures the
genetic mutation that is specific to
each individual cancer patient.
Oncologist can utilise existing
knowledge of known mutation and
target the effects of said mutation.

Oncologist can diagnose a
patient’s cancer more accurately
with result obtained from the
tumour’s genetic profiling by NGS.
Gene Panel Testing result shows
specific genetic alteration a
cancer has, allowing the
identification of biological
behaviour drivers of this cancer.

Targeted therapies are determined
based on precise identification of
genetic mutations. With results
obtained from NGS test,
oncologists can correlate
knowledge of existing therapy to
patient’s specific genetic
mutation, tailoring targeted
treatment plan to individual needs.
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Microbiology

5.5. Applications in Clinical Microbiology

Pathogen Outbreak Control
NGS provide accurate whole genome sequencing
data during pathogen outbreak that are crucial to
the fight against a possible epidemic. NGS data
combined with epidemiological analyses are
critical to the confirmation of an outbreak and
accurate tracing of the contamination source.
Phenotypic Resistance Detection
NGS predict phenotypic resistance using known
genetic determinants of antimicrobial resistance.
This application is critical as patients increasingly
develop drug-resistance towards antibiotics.
Molecular Evolution Assessment

Next Generation Sequencing is
a powerful tool to accelerate
the detection of pathogens.
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NGS assess the micro-evolutionary patterns
among isolates and links to pathogenic isolates of
the past. Establishing NGS as a determining tool
for studying molecular evolution of a population
over time.

Next Generation
Sequencing:
revolutionising cancer
treatment and the
promising future of
personalised medicine.
Next Generation Sequencing have applications beyond cancer,
oncology, and haematology.
The emergence of tailored treatment options target specific genetic
mutations, over- or under-expression of specific genes that leads to
the over- or under activation of certain pathways.
Advancements in NGS promises a turning point in personalised care.
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Edinburgh Genetics

Address:

Contact:

Edinburgh Genetics
Ltd.
Glencorse Building,
Pentlands Science
Park, Penicuik,
Midlothian
UK, EH26 0PZ
info@eggenetics.com
(44) 131 261 6686
www.eggenetics.com
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